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Introduction 
 
Chosen subject: #metoo 
 

● Social Media Platform:  Instagram, Twitter, Facebook 
 

● Relationship to Media Culture: This movement has a huge relationship to media culture             
seeing as, speaking out about sexual assault and harassment is usually “frowned upon”.             
This hashtag allowed millions of people to speak out and to come forward with what               
they’ve gone through. In the entertainment industry especially, many people suffer from            
abuse and have a “harder” time speaking out about it because their career and              
opportunities are put in jeopardy.  

 
Paragraph #1 

● What it’s about? 
● Hashtag to show that women have been sexually assaulted or harassed 
● Movement that started in result of the Harvey Weinstein scandal 
● Actress Alyssa Milano started the hashtag on Twitter where she said: "Suggested             

by a friend: If all the women who have been sexually harassed or assaulted wrote               
"Me too" as a status, we might give people a sense of the magnitude of the                
problem."//"If you've been sexually harassed or assaulted write 'me too' as a reply             
to this tweet"  

● However me too was first started by Tarana Burke more than 10 years ago “ The 
genesis of the movement -- to help young women of color who had survived 
sexual abuse, assault and exploitation.”. "On one side, it's a bold declarative 
statement that 'I'm not ashamed' and 'I'm not alone.' On the other side, it's a 
statement from survivor to survivor that says 'I see you, I hear you, I understand 
you and I'm here for you or I get it,'" 
http://www.cnn.com/2017/10/17/us/me-too-tarana-burke-origin-trnd/index.html 

● Conversation to help heal  
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.cnn.com/2017/10/17/us/me-too-tarana-burke-origin-trnd/index.html


 

 
Paragraph #2 

● Effects on Culture: 
● Hashtag Activism  

● Not able on its own to disseminate rape culture. Example:          
#BeenRapedNeverReported Jian Gomeshi. “Our disenchantment with the       
internet is a fact. Yet again, enlightenment does not bring us liberation but             
depression”. 

● Hilla Kerner, a member of the Vancouver Rape Relief and Women's           
Shelter and the Canadian Association of Sexual Assault Centres, told          
HuffPost Canada: “We need to take this moment of awareness and           
transform it into action. Women need to group together and not just on the              
internet, to hold men accountable”  

● Hashtag inspired a new wave of “femme”. More women want to speak out             
and share their stories. They feel more welcomed because of hashtags like            
these, they know they won’t be alone. Example: Mckayla Maroney  

● Social media technology enables hashtag activism data to be more easily           
measured. 
http://www.mantlethought.org/other/how-hashtag-activism-advances-futur
e-global-movements 

● “Another point to consider is the role of traditional media in hashtag            
activism metrics and how these numbers affect cultural dialogue.         
Increasingly, traditional media outlets cite these metrics, such as total          
number of tweets or “likes” on Facebook, in their news stories           
surrounding the breaking stories spread virally online. In doing so, the           
relationship between social media and news media reinforces messages         
that hashtags try to disseminate”     
http://www.mantlethought.org/other/how-hashtag-activism-advances-futur
e-global-movements 

●  
 

● Real World Change 
○ BLM Movement 
○ Multiple directors and entertainment moguls fired and shunned 

 
 
Problems and opportunities that arise from this:  
Opportunities: Social Dialogue about ongoing and serious issues 
Problems: Can social media really change how people act (#metoo) 

http://www.rapereliefshelter.bc.ca/
http://www.rapereliefshelter.bc.ca/
http://www.casac.ca/
http://www.mantlethought.org/other/how-hashtag-activism-advances-future-global-movements
http://www.mantlethought.org/other/how-hashtag-activism-advances-future-global-movements
http://www.mantlethought.org/other/how-hashtag-activism-advances-future-global-movements
http://www.mantlethought.org/other/how-hashtag-activism-advances-future-global-movements
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